Maintenance
1. Remove the brand mark on the floors with wet cleaning cloth.
2. Protect the floors with Kraft paper or board after finish the installation.
3. No need maintain with polish option.
Initial Maintenance after Installation
1. Sweep, dust mop or vacuum the floor thoroughly to remove all loose dust, dirt, grit and debris.
2. Damp mops the floor.
3. Dry scrubs the floor by machine with 3M cream scrub in 1000-1500rpm speed.
4. No need maintain with polish option.
Daily/Regular Maintenance
Low or Middle Traffic Area, such as High Nursing Care Sickroom/Kids Room/Meeting Room
and so on.
1. Sweep, dust mop or vacuum the floor thoroughly to remove all loose dust, dirt, grit and debris.
2. Remove any dried adhesive residue with a clean, white cloth dampened with mineral spirits,
carefully following the warnings on the container.
3. Damp mop the floor with a properly diluted neutral (pH 6 to 8) detergent solution such as
Commercial Floor Cleaner.
4. Dry scrub the floor by machine with 3M cream scrub in 1000-1500rpm speed.
High Traffic or High Surface Gloss Area, such as Hospital Aisle/School
Aisle/Supermarket/Hospital Outpatient Clinics and so on.

1. Use Armstrong Stripper (or equal of similar brand) to thoroughly clear the floors by machine
with 3M Red/Blue Scrub in 150~175rpm speed.
2. Damp mop the floors with fresh & clear water, apply 2 coats of Armstrong commercial floor
polish (or equal of similar brand), the application of 2 coats of Armstrong sealer (or equal of
similar brand) prior to the application of polish is recommended.
3. Daily sweep, dust mop or vacuum the floor thoroughly to remove all loose dust, dirt, grit and
debris.
4. Weekly dry scrub the floor by machine with 3M cream scrub in 1000-1500rpm speed.
5. In areas where the flooring will be exposed to heavy traffic and/or staining agents, the
application of 1-2 coats of Armstrong commercial floor polish (or equal of similar brand) after
clean the floors by neutral detergent in 3M red scrub with machine.
6. Do regular dry scrubs by machine with 3M cream scrub according to the service condition. Or
use the Clean & Restore Cleaner, and then do wet lapping.
Tips
1. Set a door mat in exit which lead to outdoor, this is helpful to prevent the sand and dust wear
the floors.
2. Cannot clean the floors with Washing Powder/Normal Stripper/Cleaning Powder/Alkaline
(PH>10) Detergent.
3. Set the Maintenance Period according to traffic volume and the color of floors.

